The goal of this paper is to present a new model to reduce the alerts generated by an IDS (Bace, 2000) analyzer. This model allows the administrator to analyze only the messages that really generate risks for an environment or machine. This is very important when you have a complex environment with a lot of machines with many services in them.
INTRODUCTION
One of the biggest problems in IDS administration is the generation of false positive alerts or alerts that do not bring risks to an environment or machine. One false positive alert occur when normal packages are identified as attacks. In a complex environment of intrusion detention, a large number of alerts of this kind can harm the analysis of true attacks.
The configuration of any type of analyzer is a complicated task because it demands from the administrator deep knowledge in protocols, applications and attacks format. However, if the administrator is able to make this administration through a friendly platform, the analyzer can detect all the alerts, the filtering being made in the configuration of the profile of each network/machine. This platform is represented as an object oriented model (UML representation) (OMG, 2003) and has three parts. The first part show one model to represent the environment or machine, the second part show the way that the attacks database must be organized to facilitate the analysis, and the third part is the program that analyzes the alerts. This program uses the environment definition plus the attacks database to define if the alerts bring risks to the environment or machine.
ENVIRONMENT
The Environment class (Figure 1 ) defines the environment where the analyzer is installed. Through this class and its aggregations it is possible to create a profile for each computer or network.
The Environment class has four attributes: description (optional) -one brief description about the environment; location (optional) -the location of the environment; address (required) -the environment network address; netmask (optional) -the network mask for the address.
The Analyzer class
The Analyzer class identifies the analyzer that is installed in the environment.
This class is defined in (Curry, 2002) .
The Node class
The Node class is used to identify hosts and others devices. In this case it is used to identify the hosts that belong to an environment.
The Node class has two attributes: ident (optional) -a unique identifier for the node; category (optional) -the "domain" from which the name information was obtained, if relevant. The permitted values for this attribute are showed in (Curry, 2002) . The default value is "unknown". The Node class has two simple aggregated classes that are defined here: location (zero or one -STRING) -the location of the equipment; name (zero or one -STRING) -the name of the equipment.
The Address class is used to represent the network address for a node. This class is defined in (Curry, 2002) .
The Platform class is used to define the node characteristics. This is useful because some attacks are targeted only to some specific platforms. The Platform 3 class has three attributes: name (required) the platform name. Examples: Intel, Hp, Sun, etc.; model (optional) -the platform model; manuf (optional) -the manufacturer of the platform. The OS class is used to define the operational system installed in the platform. This is useful because some attacks are targeted only to some specific operational systems. The OS class has three attributes: name (required) -the OS name. Examples: Unix, Linux, Windows, etc.); version (required) -the OS version; manuf (optional) -the manufacturer of the OS; release (required) -the current operational system release.
The Patch class is used to define the patch that has been applied to the operational system. This is useful because some attacks are targeted only to some specific operational systems versions. Some patches correct vulnerabilities, so it's important to know this information. The Patch class has two attributes: date (required) -the date on which the patch was applied to the operational system; patch (required) -what is the patch that was applied -version, name, number, etc. 
The Service class
The Service class is used to define the service that is being executed. This service can be associated to an environment or to a single machine. The Service class has three attributes: name (required) -the service name. Examples: Web, Ftp, Telnet, etc; port (required) -the tcp/udp port which is being used by the service; action (required) -what to do with the alerts that are being received by this machine/service, "accept" or "reject".
The Classification class is used to define the service classification. This is used to detail the service. 
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The Attack has two attributes: name (required) -a generic name to the attack; severity (optional) -the risks that the attack can cause to the environment or machine. The permitted value for this attribute are: 0(low risk) 1(medium risk) 2(high risk).
The Ident class
The Ident class is used to determine for each unique attack its relationship with all databases notification attacks available in the Internet. For each one of these databases there is a description and a specific identification. Examples of attacks The Ident class has one simple aggregated class that is defined here: url (one or more -STRING) -the url that one person can use to find information inside the database.
The More_information class
The More_information class is used to determine where the security administrator can find more information about this atack. This class can receive any information. For example, a url.
The Affected_Service class
The Affected_Service class is used to identify the service that is affected by the The Object class is used to identify the object that is affected by the attack. The
Object class has two attributes: name (required) -one generic name for the object; object (required) -the object. Examples: htpd, ftpd, fingerd.
The Version class is used to determine for a specific object which versions are vulnerable for this attack. The Version class has one attribute: version (required) -the version of the object that is vulnerable for this attack. If any version is vulnerable, the value "any" appears in the attribute.
The Affected_Platform class is used to determine for a specific object/version which are the platforms that are vulnerable for this attack. Some attacks are only applied for some specific platform. The Affected_Platform class has three attributes:
name ( The Patch class is used to define for a specific object/version/platform/os which are the patches that are vulnerable for this attack. The Patch class has one attributes: patch (required) -the patch that is vulnerable. If every patch is vulnerable, the value "any" appears in this attribute.
The Exploited class
The Exploited class (STRING) is used to define how the vulnerability was explored to generate this attack.
The Solution class
The Solution class (STRING) is used to define how the vulnerability can be corrected and the initial proceedings to stop the atack.
THE TESTS
For the tests we made two information collections in a network with approximately 50 machines using a Snort IDS sensor. This sensor was configured to generate all possible alerts.
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After collecting the data we got 5 machines (10%) to create the machines caracteristcs. The profiles were converted to a group of rules. One of them is detailed in Figure 3 . We made the same test to five others machines. The results are shown below. 
CONCLUSIONS
This technique to reduce IDS alerts is only applied to attacks that have as target the computer/network services.
We have to do more tests in this model to find problems and improve the functionality. We think that this is one way to reduce the excessive number of alerts generated when you have to administer the security of a great network with a large number of machines.
